
Zoya Khare, Actress, Author and 7th Grader
Zoya Khare is a 11-year-old actress who is playing the lead role of 
Mowgli in EnActe’s musical, ‘The Jungle Book’.

EnActe has nurtured her enthusiasm for storytelling, acting and 
directing since joining their theater arts programs at Khan Lab School 
in 2019.

She is also the editor, reporter, and cruciverbalist for 
KoronaTimes.com, her own newspaper. As an entrepreneur, she won a 
business plan award for Kids’ Own Writing at Zoya.biz. Inspired by the 
Magic Treehouse time-travel series, she wrote Following in the 
Footsteps of Freedom, about Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. at the March 
on Washington in 1963, at Zoya.biz/MLK.

[She’s learning to play the recorder and experimenting with ukulele.]

https://indiaspora.org/event/san-jose-forum-tenth-year-anniversary/#participants-51


What am I? A child of the Jungle?! A child of the Village?! I don't belong 

anywhere! And you're right! I'm not a wolf! I'm not a man. I'm not one of 

you. Any of you. I am alone, and I know the pain that that causes me.



Loneliness and pain – those are two of the most penetrating human 

sentiments to remix on the palette of acting, whether by tears of grief, 

tears of relief, or tears of joy. Actors paint with those shades of feeling, 

whether portraying tragic tales with dire consequences; or 

transcendent tales that are loved for the ages. 



Over 125 years, the Jungle Book has been retold by many cultures and 

in many types of media. A Japanese Manga dubbed in Hindi on 

Doordarshan defined the jungle books for our Indian uncles and 

aunties in the 80s. The same year Walt Disney’s tale came out., in 

1967, the Soviets launched their own collectivist take. 



Later, a French graphic novel spun the horrors at the end of Mowgli’s 

days in a dead jungle ravaged by colonial predation.  Or whatever this 

is, from 2012, which at least imagines that Mowgli might finally tire 

after a century of stereotypically boisterous, mischievous boys and 

finally be portrayed by a boisterous, mischievous girl?!



Yet until EnActe arts convened a writer’s workshop that reincarnated 

Rudyard Kipling to answer for his many… “problematic” choices…

Until EnActe’s commitment to its mission of “reimagining the canon of 

South Asian stories in a universal context,”

Until EnActe revisited the Jungle Book at a time when America holds 

more tigers in captivity than India even has in the wild… 

Well, then, only would Vinita’s writer’s room shatter stereotypes to 

tell the first-ever tale of a heroic Mowgli who helps forge a lasting 

peace between Men of the Village and the Animals of the Jungle, and 

understand the story of the pained, lonely tiger Sher Bagh



Sher Bagh’s father had tried to negotiate a peace with the Village, and 

men walked all over him… literally, as a rug!

To create a better outcome for our Non-Human Indians, some 

Non-Resident Indians retold the tale of Non-Indian Englishman 

that’s performed by Indians, Indian-Americans, and Non-Indian 

Americans

[Although, not everything changes. The main character is still called 

Mowgli, even after Rudyard finally admits on stage that it doesn’t 

mean ‘Frog’ in any Indian language! And don’t ask about the 

chittering you hear in the trees above – the Bandar-log remain an 

outcaste of naughty monkeys!]



I will be the bridge between Jungle and Village. I can speak to the village 

for the Jungle, and to the Jungle for the village. You see, I belong to two 

homes. I AM TWO MOWGLIS.

Mowgli is a character who gets his strength from defying stereotypes 

about both aspects of himself. He reconciles his dialectic, and the pain 

it has caused him, until “justice rolls down like water and 

righteousness like a mighty stream.”



I also want to break stereotypes and learn what I can from the worlds I 

belong to, as an Indian-American, as an immigrant between 

generations, as a student and a teacher, as a reader and writer, as a 

star on a team of stars, or as an entrepreneur and an activist.

I’m sure that many of you in the audience have experienced some of 

the widespread Indian stereotypes. You might think I’m good at 

STEM: Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math. And, well, I am. 

Can’t apologize for being awesome! :) 

But beyond all those school subjects, I love art: drawing, painting, 

making new worlds, and writing stories that need to be told. I added 

Art to STEM at the nerdiest place I could imagine, KLS. That stands for 



Khan Lab School, which you may not have heard of. But you’ve 

definitely heard of Salman Khan and his YouTube Khan Academy. That 

inspired him to found an experimental in person K-12 school a few 

years ago.

In theater, I’ve applied the same stereotype-breaking insights that 

power KLS: Every teacher is a student – and every student is a teacher. 

Though, unfortunately, none of the kids are staff, to  access the staff 

lounge filled with cookies! Harumpf!

KLS itself breaks some stereotypes you’d expect from a school with 

spelling bee stars and champion robotics and Rubik’s Cube solvers. 

There’s no homework, clubs are led by students, and a lot of free time 

to grow at your own pace. Students even have to present their own 

portfolios at parent-teacher conferences! 

Like test-centered schools in India (and California)  KLS tests you, 

helps you learn what you didn’t know, then tests again, but only to 

free students for self paced learning, whether that means racing ahead 

in some areas, or balancing enough subjects to skip a whole “grade,” 

like I did (or getting double promoted as some of you might 

recognize).



That’s where I first got involved with EnActe, as an after-school class 

that led the lead role of Ayesha in The Case of the Vanishing Firefish, an 

original adaptation of a new novel about the climate crisis, 

bioluminescence, and a little time-travel partying with Stephen 

Hawking and surfing with Albert Einstein! 



As she grows up, a young girl 
examines her relationship with 
an abusive father who  
abandoned the family 
by writing him letters

Written by:                  Reena Kapoor

Directed by:                Vineet Gupta

Starring: Zoya Khare, Inika Mukherjee, 

Emielyn Das, and Amytza Maskati

Later, I got a small part in Oasis, a short film about a very big topic, 

video blogging  a child’s perspective of domestic violence and abuse.



 APADNAHC: A Play About Dogs Named 
After Hamilton Characters

People to audition:
1. Amogh - IL3.2
2. Kush - IL4.1
3. Vivaan - IL3.1
4. Viyona - IL3.2
5. Diya - IL3.2
6. Mannat - IL1.2
7. Nora - IL1.2

Living things in the play:
1. Hamilton - Dog - Zoya
2. Owner - Human - Vivaan
3. TV Reporter - Human - Mannat / Nora
4. Narrator - Human - Amogh
5. Lafayette - Dog - Diya
6. Aaron - Dog - Viyona
7. Hercules - Dog - Seerat
8. Space Station Person - Human - Vivaan
9. Jefferson - Dog - Kush

10. Madison - Dog - Nora
11. William - Dog - Mannat

Notes about the play
● Double roles include Space Station Person and Owner, plus the 

TV Reporter and William.

Working without grades and lock-step classrooms gave me space 

propose our own theater club – although the title is all I’m going to 

share, out of respect for the other students: Dogs In Space, named after 

characters from Hamilton. It’s a very good thing the Internet forgets 

stuff, right? Although I hope it has not eaten the email from the judges 

about our other project, When the Invaders Came! That’s a script the 

three of us wrote for a South Asian playwriting contest about that time 

Queen Victoria was defeated by throwing colors at Holi… bet you didn’t 

learn that in your stereotypical “textbooks”!



I like to write, as long as it’s fiction. When I was young – well, 

young-er, I got dragged on train rides by my old-fashioned father to 

San Francisco for the march for justice on Martin Luther King, Jr Day. 

He’s proud of getting a photo with the train, but I’m prouder of the 

portrait of Dr. King [by Kadir Nelson] I’m holding!



That mini-march inspired me to ask why there wasn’t an entry in the 

long-running Magic Tree House™ series on civil rights. So like 

stereotypical Desi parents, they said if I couldn’t find a book to read, I 

ought to write it. So I did! That’s where I learned so much about 

Gandhi’s influence on King, and the behind-the-scenes heroes of the 

women who made the march safe and scale so large, and Bayard 

Rustin (whom I learned more about just yesterday at Indiaspora, from 

a producer of a documentary about his role in the 1963 March on 

Washington, Brother Outside – thanks Mirnal!) See, even history can 

become more fun as fiction!



 In fact, I found writing so empowering, when COVID hit, I rallied my 

sisters and even some classmates to publish our own stuck-at-home 

newspaper, the KoronaTimes.com!



I want to help more kids enjoy writing, so a friend of mine and I 

invented a new book-making kit that guides kids with prompts to 

make their own stories or comics. The Mayor of Mountain View even 

awarded us the Movers and Shakers award. No, not for earthquake 

safety… for beating ten other kid-startups by creating, shipping, and 

selling our prototypes faster than the others. (OK, for those of you 

counting stereotypes, ours was a little easier to launch than the literal 

Moon launches the space-based power team pitched) 



See- My childhood was spent in a house divided - Caltech or MIT? 

Seriously. My family is extremely nerdy, and it was considered pretty 

much inevitable that I would follow them into tech. In fact, Khan Lab 

School was originally a tech school, so you can imagine my parent’s 

surprise when I told them about EnActe. My family is into tech, I’m 

dabbling in the arts. I am two Mowglis, and now I am two Zoyas!



Please come see our shows in San Francisco and San Jose this holiday 

season!


